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FCAT Committee
Chairman:.................................................vacant
Vice-Chairman:.........................................Mrs Meriel Connor
Treasurer:..................................................Mr Roger Sharp
Membership Secretary:............................Mr David Sadtler
Minutes Secretary:....................................Prof. Christopher Bounds
Publicity and Newsletter distribution:........Miss Jane Blackham
Meetings Secretary:..................................Mrs Ursula Phillips
Festival Walks...........................................Dr Doreen Rosman
Newsletter Editor:.....................................vacant
Mrs Sue Chambers, Dr Peter Leeming, Mr Lawrence Lyle, Dr Sheila Sweetinburgh
and Dr David Shaw
If you would like to join the committee and help with the Friends’ activities, please
contact David Shaw, 61 Broad Oak Road, Canterbury CT2 7PN (phone: 01227 769843;
email: david@djshaw.co.uk).
The next Newsletter will appear in December 2014. Please send contributions to
friends@canterburytrust.co.uk by the beginning of November 2014.

Excursions organised by FCAT
Members and guests participate in excursions at their own risk. FCAT does
not accept responsibility for any loss or injury. Excursions involve walking in
the open and negotiating steps and stairs both externally and within buildings.
Appropriate footwear and clothing should always be worn.
FCAT welcomes participation in its excursions by members and guests with
impaired mobility, provided that they are accompanied by a person who
can act as a helper. It is advisable to check in advance with the Excursion
Leader or the Excursions Secretary to establish whether access problems are
anticipated on a specific trip.

?
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Have you moved house or changed your bank?
Don’t forget to let our Membership Secretary
know so that our records are up-to-date.
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Dear Friends,
One of the most interesting and exciting Roman cemetery excavations for many years
was undertaken recently behind Augustine House and the former Peugeot garage at
Rhodaus Town, where Petros (Canterbury) Ltd are building accommodation blocks for
Canterbury Christ Church University.
Some twenty graves were found, set within a small rectangular enclosure. Many of the
graves contained evidence of coffins and other internal features. Two were very deep
and appear to represent the burials of high status individuals. A number of often poorly
preserved skeletons, accompanied by a range of grave goods, have been recovered
from the site and are currently being studied. Many of the burials were accompanied
by pottery vessels, placed within and outside coffins. Most vessels have survived
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intact. In all some twenty pots were found
representing one of the best assemblages
of complete Roman vessels to have
emerged from Canterbury since the Trust
was formed in 1975. The pots are still being
cleaned and studied, but will hopefully go
on display in the city’s Roman museum or
perhaps in a purpose-built display in the
finished development
Based on the pottery and other finds, the
cemetery seems to have been established
in the late 3rd century and continued in
use until the late 4th. The burials differ
from other late Roman graves found in
Canterbury in that they are more elaborate
in terms of their construction and their
contents. The fact that they were clustered
together in a relatively small enclosure also
serves to set them apart from other Roman
graves in the vicinity.
The cemetery enclosure lies in close
proximity to a Late Roman shrine found
beneath Augustine House. The shrine
may have been built over an earlier burial
mound and had a number of burials
associated with it, including perhaps
an early interment associated with the
mound. Placed deposits characterised
by discrete caches of Later Roman coins
and hobnails from shoes were also found.
The coins suggested that the shrine was
in use c. AD 340-65. Other burial mounds
are known to have existed nearby at Pin
Hill, one at the eastern edge of the garage
site and a second in front of Canterbury
East Station. A third burial mound forms
part of the present Dane John mound. In
addition to burial mounds, the area has
provided a significant number of cremation
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and inhumation burials, clearly suggesting
that the new discovery formed part of an
extensive funerary landscape of long
duration.
One aspect of our recent conservation
work has been to CT scan a selection of
pottery vessels, still filled with burial soil,
to establish the presence of votive finds
in the vessels. Often such pots contained
foodstuffs or personal ornaments in metal
and bone. Although void of finds, a scan of
one pot is presented here to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the technology. We are
very grateful for the help and assistance of
Dr Nicola Handford, Superintendant of the
CT Unit of Kent and Canterbury Hospital.
A significant number of other discoveries
were made during the excavation, including
prehistoric ditches, a Roman field system,
pits and quarries of Roman date and a
large ditch that may have defined a major
boundary for the Dane John Manor.
We are enormously grateful to Petros for
funding the excavation and post-excavation
work and to their consultants CGMS Ltd.
Following David’s announcement, we are
urgently seeking a new Chairman for the
Friends. David has been exceptionally
generous with his time and talents but he
is overloaded and we have for a while now
been seeking a new person to relieve him
of part of the burden he carries so brilliantly
on our behalf. I do hope we can encourage
a Friend to step forward. I can promise lots
of help and assistance from a grateful Trust
staff.
Paul Bennett
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New Chairman of the Friends
This is not an announcement to tell you who the new Chairman of the Friends is,
but rather to tell you that I shall step down as acting Chairman with immediate
effect. I have been keeping the seat warm for the past year after taking the post
of Chairman of the Trust itself in January 2013 (having previously been Chairman
of the Friends from 2006). It is now time for someone else to lead the Friends.
Could that be you?

What does the Chairman do?

ü Chairs three committee meetings a year.
ü Works with the Committee to organise a programme of speakers and
events.

ü Works with the Treasurer and the Committee to approve grants to the Trust
from Friends’ funds.
ü Helps to get together materials for the Friends’ Newsletter (three times a
year).
ü Reports to the Trust’s Management Committee on Friends’ activities.

We have in post a Treasurer, a Festival Walks organiser, a talks coordinator, an
organiser for newsletter delivery, and help with production of the newsletter. But
the Friends’organisation needs coordination and a sense of direction. If you
think you might be able to undertake this role, please contact me (david.shaw@
canterburytrust.co.uk, telephone 01227 769843).
David Shaw

Electronic version of the Newsletter
You probably already know that recent issues of the Friends’ Newsletter are
available electronically on the Trust’s web site (http://www.canterburytrust.
co.uk/community_archaeology/friends/fcat-newsletters/). Your Committee
is thinking about distributing the Newsletter by email to those who would
like to receive it in this way. This would reduce our printing bill and also our
postage costs for those who receive their Newsletter by post.
If you would like to receive newsletters in this way, probably by an email
message containing a link to the file on the Trust’s web site, please send a
message to: friends@canterburytrust.co.uk.
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Chance to visit Kent
‘battlefields that
never were’
From: Paul Tritton, Hon. Press Officer | Email: paul.tritton@btinternet.com | Tel: 01622 741198
Kent’s forgotten fortifications of the First World War was revealed when the Kent Archaeological Society
and Maidstone Museum hosted a guided tour on Saturday May 3 of secret invasion defences built after
Britain declared war on Germany in August 1914.
Said tour leaders and defence historians Alan Anstee and Victor Smith: ‘Everyone familiar with the
county’s history knows about the coast’s Tudor castles; the early 19th century forts, Martello towers
and Royal Military Canal built to deter an invasion by Napoleon; and the pillboxes and tank traps
hurriedly erected in the summer of 1940, when Hitler was expected to launch an invasion across the
English Channel.
‘But few know that at the end of 1914 work began on the creation of epic lines of anti-invasion field
defences, ready for action in the event of an invasion by the Kaiser’s army and navy.
‘The defences extended mainly along the north coast of Sheppey; south of the Swale to Detling and
Boxley; and along the North Downs. There is also evidence of them on the Hoo Peninsula; at Chatham,
Wrotham and Dover; and even as far inland as Tonbridge. They were elaborated upon from 1915 and
the lines then began to resemble the Western Front, with miles of barbed wire, trenches, redoubts,
pillboxes, blockhouses and gun positions.
‘They were to be manned and fought from by a home defence army similar to World War II’s Home
Guard. They were removed and filled-in by German prisoners of war in 1919 and then gradually faded
from memory, leaving remnants that are only now being rediscovered’.
The tour of ‘the battlefields that never were’ is an event not to be missed, said Alan and Victor. It
included walks that required ‘a level of physical fitness – so stout walking boots and a packed lunch
were needed’.
The event began with coffee
and a briefing at Newington
Village Hall and ended with tea
at Minster Gatehouse Museum,
Sheppey, from whose roof there
is an overall view of defended
areas of Sheppey. Newington
is on the A2, two miles west of
Sittingbourne.

Photo: Defence historian Alan
Anstee emerges from a WW1
pillbox at Westfield Shaw, near
Keycol Hill, Swale.
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Festival Walks
As usual FCAT is offering daily (sometimes twice
daily) walks during the Canterbury Festival. These
walks are a major fund-raiser for the trust and we
are most grateful to those who have agreed to lead
them. If you want to come you must buy tickets in
advance through the festival bookings – bearing in
mind that many of our walks book up very quickly.
All walks this year will cost £8 (of which FCAT gets a
proportion) and last around two hours.

Monday 20 October, 10am
Canterbury in the Nineteenth Century: Doreen Rosman
Explore the diversity of Victorian city life: slums and elegance, cattle market and iron
foundry, brothels and a missionary college
Meeting Place: Lady Wootton’s Green (off Broad Street)
Monday 20 October, 2pm
The Village of Charing: Sarah Pearson
Throughout the Middle Ages Charing belonged to the Archbishops of Canterbury.
See its medieval palace, old church and village street.
Meeting Place: Charing Parish Church
Tuesday 21 October, 10am
Introductory Tour of the Dover Western Heights: Keith Parfitt
A circular tour, with an experienced archaeologist, of some of the most interesting
parts of Dover’s Western fortifications. Moderately strenuous.
Meeting Place: Public car park adjacent to St Martin’s Battery off South Military
Road, Dover (OS reference: TR 313 407)
Weds 22 October, 10am
The Jews of Canterbury: Jonathan Butchers
A walk and talk through Canterbury showing the medieval and early modern sites
relating to Jewish life in the city.
Meeting Place: The Old Synagogue, King Street
Thursday 23 October, 10am
The King’s School Canterbury: Mary Berg
From Marlowe to modern times: a walk through King’s School’s history with tales of
its buildings, pupils and masters.
Meeting Place: The Mint Yard Gate, The Borough
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Thursday 23 October, 2pm
Tour of Medieval Sandwich: Sarah Pearson
We will take in the central area and buildings of this once thriving port, discussing its
origins, growth and decline.
Meeting Place: Town Quay Car Park (Fisher Gate)
Friday 24 October, 10am
The Village of Bridge: Meriel Connor
An iron-age helmet; Roman armies; stage-coaches; grand houses; a racecourse, a
railway, war-time tanks – and more.
Meeting Place: Bridge Parish Church
Saturday 25 October, 10am
The Story of Canterbury: Doreen Rosman
From the Romans to the eighteenth century remodelling of the city. See and hear
how life changed over the centuries.
Meeting Place: Lady Wootton’s Green (off Broad Street)
Saturday 25 October, 2 pm
Canterbury’s Medieval Hospitals: Sheila Sweetinburgh
Some ancient hospitals withstood the upheavals of Henry VIII’s reign. Some still fulfil
functions envisaged by their medieval founders.
Meeting Place: Maynard’s Hospital, Hospital Lane (off Stour Street)
Sunday 26 October, 10 am
The Stones of Reculver: Geoff Downer
A look at the history, construction and building materials of the walls of the Roman
fort and St Mary’s Church.
Meeting Place: Public car park at Reculver
Monday 27 October, 10 am
The Village of Harbledown: Peter Berg
An Iron Age fort, a medieval leper hospital, the Black Prince’s well – all part of the
story of Harbledown
Meeting Place: St Michael’s Church, Harbledown
Monday 27 October, 2 pm
A dry pub-crawl! David Birmingham
300 inns and taverns have graced Canterbury since Chaucer’s time. This walk will
discuss a dozen of them.
Meeting Place: Canterbury West Station
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Tuesday 28 October, 10 am
The Director’s Walk: Paul Bennett
Explore iconic medieval buildings - a church, an inn, a shop, and a house or three –
with the Archaeological Trust Director.
Meeting Place: The Buttermarket
Tuesday 28 October, 2 pm
James Beaney: A Canterbury Lad Made Good: Alan Barber
Rags to riches story of this remarkable Victorian character, benefactor of the Beaney
Institute.
Meeting Place: St Mary’s Hall (former church), Northgate, Canterbury
Weds 29 October, 10am
Elham: a village shaped by its medieval market: Derek Boughton
An easy walk round the village, looking at the street pattern and historic buildings.
Meeting Place: The Square (by the church)
Thursday 30 October, 10am
Walloons and Huguenots: Michael Peters
Sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Canterbury was full of French-speaking
refugees, who left a lasting mark on the city.
Meeting Place: The Buttermarket
Thursday 30 October, 2pm
History of Canterbury in around 30 objects: David Lewis
The BBC charted world history in 100 objects. Explore Canterbury’s history through
30-odd street objects and oddities.
Meeting place: Corner of Monastery Street and Longport
Friday 31 October, 2pm
Canterbury’s River: David Birmingham
A Roman river-side city became a medieval borough of monastic water-mills and
evolved fine municipal gardens.
Meeting Place: Castle Grounds, Gas Street
Saturday 1 November, 10am
Canterbury Cathedral Precincts: Maureen Ingram
The towering Cathedral tempts us to neglect its immediate surroundings but its
precincts contain much to interest and surprise.
Meeting Place: The Buttermarket
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Conference Report

The archaeology of the earliest
maritime navigation
This important event aimed to bring together researchers from Northern Europe, the
Western Mediterranean and the Adriatic to present the latest thinking on the maritime
archaeology of the Bronze Age and Archaic periods. The conference was hosted by
the French School at Rome in the Piazza Navona, at the historic heart of that ancient
city.
My old friend and colleague Anne Lehoërff kicked off proceedings with an introductory
overview about the current state of play in European maritime archaeology, focussing
on the range of approaches and the need for rigorous methodologies. At the heart of
her presentation was a report on an archaeological exhibition in Paris which had set
out a detailed account of an underwater project, complete with antiquarian records,
details of survey work, diving schedules and recording methods – all very plausible
and convincing. It was only when she revealed the subject of the project that we
understood how easy it is to be misled by spurious scientific data; her final slide was
of the project’s best discovery; the perfectly preserved skeleton of a mermaid!
Next, Anne and I gave a presentation about the discovery of the Dover Bronze Age
boat and the ‘BOAT 1550 BC’ project that seemed very well received and stimulated an
extended question and answer session. I was pleasantly surprised how knowledgeable
people from the Mediterranean were about the Dover boat; we sometimes forget just
how famous and important Keith Parfitt’s historic discovery actually is!
Giulia Buetto, research director of the CNRS (the French National Committee for
Scientific Research) then gave a stunning account of the discovery and recording
of a late Bronze Age (c. 1000 BC) sewn-plank boat found on the seabed in the Bay
of Zambratija in northern Croatia. Superficially this wreck has many similarities with
the Dover boat; a 6.7m long section of boat has survived, about 1.6m broad, with its
planks (of elm rather than oak) stitched together with cords of vegetable fibre. The
seams were made waterproof by pads of grass held in place and compressed by
thin strips of fir wood, just like the moss/oak lath system on the Dover boat. Where the
planks had split, they were repaired by stitching a lath in place over the split – again,
just like Dover! However, although the timbers have not yet been lifted, and the team
were unable to answer my questions about the construction techniques of the planks
themselves, it is clear that the shape of the hull and the nature of the planks show
that the concept behind the construction of the boat was very different to that of the
Dover boat. The tradition of sewn plank boats in the Adriatic Sea is well known from
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later periods, surviving well into the Roman period. Despite the superficial similarities,
it seems hard to postulate any link between the Bronze Age boats of the northern
Adriatic and those of north-west Europe.
Next, Francesco Tiboni of the University of Aix-Marseilles reviewed some of the
supposedly Bronze Age boat iconography in the western Mediterranean and showed
that many of them are either much later in date or not of boats at all. Following this, Tim
Gambin from the University of Malta reported on the 7th century BC wreck at Xlendi,
off the coast of Gozo. Here the entire cargo of early amphorae was still intact, stacked
at least three layers deep in the still surviving hull. Dominique Garcia, professor of
archaeology at the University of Aix-Marseille, then took us through the remarkable
assemblage of 800 kilos of bronze ingots and over 1,700 bronze objects recovered
from the sea floor off Rochelongue (to the south-west of Montpellier). He convincingly
argued that all this material represented a single cargo from a shipwreck dating to
around 550–450 BC. Patrice Pomey from the Centre Camille Jullian next reported
on the experimental reconstruction of the 7th century BC boat discovered in 1993
during building works in Marseille. Finally, Béat Arnold from the Laterium Museum in
Switzerland summed up the day with an overview of the methodologies of maritime
archaeology across Europe.
The conference was a wonderful opportunity to meet other researchers into ancient
maritime archaeology, to compare methodologies and differing perspectives and to
forge new links that will form a foundation for a more nuanced and integrated approach
to our understanding of the subject in the years to come. Many thanks to the Friends
for allowing me to attend.
Peter Clark
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News from Canterbury Cathedral Archives
At Canterbury Cathedral Archives and Library, we continue to add articles to our website
of interest for World War I. These include pieces on the Voluntary Aid Detachment
hospital in the Dane John, the War Work Depot and the Canterbury War Memorial
in the Buttermarket. We are involved in planning the family and local history event to
take place at the Beaney in Canterbury on Saturday 2nd August. The annual open
evening of the cathedral, to be held on Tuesday 7th October, will also have a World
War I theme. Thursday 6th November will see the annual Archives and Library lecture
given by Dr Peter Donaldson of the University of Kent on ‘The Commemoration of the
Great War in Canterbury and East Kent’ (at 7pm, in the auditorium of the Cathedral
Lodge, free of charge).
Another new feature on our website is our digital image library, which includes images
of cathedral buildings, events and collections. Many items from the Archives and
Library are included, including the fascinating Bargrave Collection, our seventeenthcentury cabinets of curiosity.
We are delighted to have acquired the Crundale Rectorial Library as an addition to our
collections, placed here on long-term loan by the Parochial Church Council of Crundale.
This collection of books was the library of the Rev Richard Forster, rector of Crundale
in the early eighteenth century. It consists of nearly 2000 books and pamphlets. Some
of these date from the sixteenth century and are very rare. They cover a wide range of
subject matters, including theology, church history and even maths and science. One
of the books, with Forster’s signature, is an early edition of the study of the circulation
of the blood by William Harvey, who was born in Folkestone. With the collection is
the borrowers’ book and an original catalogue. Forster kept notes about his time at
Crundale in the parish register. This gives a full account of the storm of 1703, when a
fallen tree in the graveyard brought up a skeleton in its roots. In his will, Forster left the
collection to his successors as rectors. The Parochial Church Council of Crundale has
decided to place the collection on long-term loan with the Cathedral Library. Here it
joins two similar collections: the parish libraries of Elham and Preston-next-Wingham.
Cressida Williams, Canterbury Cathedral Archives
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Canterbury Historical
and Archaeological Society
PROGRAMME 2014-5
Wednesday 8 October 2014
Alan Chadwick. The Mary Rose: preserving and Old Wreck with
Nanoscient.
Wednesday 12 November 2014
Stuart Ross. The Stewart Dynasty.
Wednesday 10 December 2014
Amy Licence. Red Queen White Queen: differing models of Queenship in
late Medieval England.
Wednesday 14 January 2015
Imogen Corrigan. The Men behind the Pen.
Saturday 31 January 2015
Paul Bennett, Frank Jenkins Memorial Lecture (6.00 pm Michael Berry
Lecture Theatre OG46, Old Sessions House, Canterbury Christ Church
University, Longport, Canterbury).
Wednesday 11 February 2015
Jackie Eales: Canterbury’s Bluestocking: Elizabeth Estob (1683–1756) and
the Anglo-Saxon revival.
Wednesday 11 March 2015
Richard Eales. Domesday Kent and Canterbury.

All CHAS lectures will take place at 7.30pm in Newton Lecture Theatre
NG03 except for the Frank Jenkins Memorial Lecture in January.

www.canterbury-archaeology.org.uk
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Visit to the Anglo-Saxon excavations
at Lyminge
1,300 years ago, an Anglo-Saxon monastery stood in the village of Lyminge, presided
over by a royal abbess. Excavations are now showing that Lyminge was an important
place before this, with evidence for a long sequence of Anglo-Saxon occupation
extending back into the fifth century AD.
The Lyminge Archaeological Project is an ambitious programme of village-core
archaeology. It is directed by Dr Gabor Thomas of the University of Reading, and
funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council.
The project is based at the University of Reading but also involves professional
archaeologists, student trainees, volunteers from local archaeological societies and
local residents from Lyminge and neighbouring communities. Excavations have been
taking place on Tayne Field each summer until 2014. The current phase of the project
is delivered in collaboration with project partners Kent Archaeological Society, and
through professional links with Canterbury Archaeological Trust.
The project has an excellent web site with lots of pictures of the previous seasons’
work: http://www.lymingearchaeology.org/.

One of the Anglo-Saxon ‘royal’ halls at Lyminge excavated in the 2008 season. ©University of Reading.
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Friends of the Canterbury Archaeological Trust are invited to view the current season’s
work, following a very successful visit in 2013.
Thursday 14 August 2014, from 2.00pm
Travel will be by independent car. Car parking is very restricted at the site so car
sharing is recommended. Parking is available at the village hall car park at the end of
Woodland Road. The visit has a maximum of 30 participants.

Anglo-Saxon bone comb from Lyminge. Length of fragment is 70mm. ©University of Reading.

Visit to the Anglo-Saxon excavations at Lyminge
Thursday 14 August 2014, from 2.00 pm
Travel will be by independent car. Car parking is very restricted at the site so car
sharing is recommended. Parking is available at the village hall car park at the end of
Woodland Road. The visit has a maximum of 30 participants.
name(s):...........................................................................................................................
email:................................................................................................................................
telephone:........................................................................................................................
I can offer a seat in my car

I would like to have a lift to Lyminge

I enclose a cheque (payable to FCAT for £ .
Cost £3.00 (members of FCAT), £5.00 (non-members).
Please return the form by Friday 8 August to:
Dr David Shaw, Lyminge visit, c/o Canterbury Archaeological Trust, 92a Broad Street
Canterbury CT1 2LU.
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Can you help us with delivery of the
Friends Newsletter?
We would like a volunteer to help us distribute to some addresses in the vicinity of
St Stephen’s Church, Canterbury.
Delivering newsletters by hand reduces our postage bill and and leaves more
money to support the work of the Trust.
If you think you could assist us, please contact Jane Blackham:
phone 01227 373086 or email jayjay_blackham@btinternet.com.

Canterbury Historical & Archaeological Society
Thursday 24th July 2014
Whole day visit to four East Kent churches - Chislet, St Nicholas at Wade, the
parish church in Minster and finally Minster Abbey. Guide at each church. Coach
travel. Cost £24 per person.
Further information from Ann Chadwick: 01227 766608
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FCAT Programme for 2014–2015
Thursday 14 August 2014
Visit to Lyminge to see the final season of work at the University of Reading’s AngloSaxon excavation.
Further details and booking form on pages 16–17.
Wednesday 24 September 2014
Alison Hicks (CAT), Excavations in the Outer Court of St Augustine’s Abbey.
7.00 pm. Lecture Theatre NG03, Newton Building, Canterbury Christ Church
University, North Holmes Road, Canterbury.
Monday 20 October – Saturday 1 November 2015
Canterbury Festival Walks.
Further information on pages 9–11.
Wednesday 19 November 2014
Dr Emilie Sibbesson (CCCU): From foraging to farming in prehistoric Britain.
7.00pm. Lecture Theatre NG03, Newton Building, Canterbury Christ Church
University, North Holmes Road, Canterbury.
The change from foraging to farming ways of life occurred in Britain around 4000 BC.
In the last couple of decades, the use of improved scientific techniques has shed
new light on this economic change. However, the new scientific information does not
always fit into our traditional model of the change to farming and as a result it has
become a hotly debated topic among archaeologists. This presentation reviews the
current state of research into this key episode of the human prehistoric past.
Saturday 31 January 2015
Dr Paul Bennett (Director, CAT), The Frank Jenkins Memorial Lecture
6.00pm. Michael Berry Lecture Theatre OG46, Old Sessions House, Canterbury
Christ Church University, Longport, Canterbury.
Wednesday 25 February 2015
Dr Catherine Richardson (University of Kent), The early modern household.
Joint lecture with the Centre for Medieval and Early Modern Studies, University of
Kent.
7.00 pm. Grimond Building, Lecture Theatre 3, University of Kent.
Wednesday 25th March 2015
Dr Louise Wilkinson (CCCU), Women in the Age of Magna Carta.
7.00 pm. Lecture Theatre NG03, Newton Building, Canterbury Christ Church
University, North Holmes Road, Canterbury.
For all events that do not have a stated charge, FCAT requests a donation of £2.00 for
members, £3.00 for non-members and £1.00 for students, to cover costs and to help to
support the activities of the Archaeological Trust.
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Canterbury Archaeological Trust Ltd
92a Broad Street
Canterbury CT1 2LU
t: 01227 825280
f: 01227 784724
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w: canterburytrust.co.uk
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